SCLEROMETER

The principle of the instrument functioning is that a mobile mass launched by a spring strikes a piston being in contact with the surface of a concrete mass with a certain initial energy, and the result of the test is expressed in terms of the bouncing distance of the mobile mass. There is a redistribution of the initial kinetic energy following the strike: a part of it is absorbed by the concrete in the form of the plastic or permanent deformation energy, and another part of the energy is returned to the mobile mass, which bounces for a tract in proportion to the remaining energy. An essential condition for distribution of the energy is that the concrete mass must be practically in infinite relationship with the mobile mass, otherwise a part of the initial energy would be transferred to the concrete in the form of the kinetic energy. The infinite mass condition is fulfilled by using very small impact masses. In order to obtain the necessary energy for the impact, a spring system is used. The bounce run is determined by the energy of the bounce following the strike with the concrete and by the characteristics of the spring system. All the test devices must be equipped with a calibration control, as after prolonged use the springs modify their elastic constants.

PERFORMING THE TEST
1.	Lean a spherical edge of the percussion bracket on the selected surface.
2.	Push the body of the instrument with the hands in a perpendicular position.
3.	Keep the instrument firmly pressed against the surface waiting for the audio signal.
4.	Remove the instrument from the surface. The rebound index shows the value of the test.
5.	Repeat the test up to max. 10 readings, maintaining the same tilt of the instrument and providing for at least 2-second pause between the readings.

